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Abstract 

Albert Chinualmogu Achebe was born into Christian convert family (1930) in Ogidi, 

South East Nigeria to IsiahOkafor Achebe, one of the first Christian converts of the place. 

Though missionary school educated, Achebe’s inclination with his ethnic roots, (Igbo) 

suspended him always in two worlds, new religion contradicting with the indigenous, 

adversely affected the social strata of the Place. The country he belongs has been in news 

for its societal unrest and inconsistent government largely due to the clash of 

communities, ethnicities which has its roots in pre-colonial to till date. With this preface, 

an attempt is made to spin out pluralism explicated in Achebe’s novels, in this paper to 

understand and acknowledge the fictional reality of the place Nigeria. 

Main Article: 

Due to globalization,entire globe has become a pluralistic place of any, cult, religion and 

community. India is an epitome ofvaried religious communities coexisting amidst their 

theological or communal variances with harmony, at times occasional commotion incited by 

bigots. Sometimes certain extremists actions of a sect give rise tounrest and those actions friction 

over other communities, lead to violent mayhem as in the case ofBabri Masjid, Ayodhya Temple 

issues, and in small scale Beef and Pork festivals conducted in OsmaniaUniversity, Hyderabad. 

This is to state that, different communities co-existing yet believing their views firmly is 

universal. Such an appeal is the subject of the present paper which illuminates to the reader of 

the paper, the pluralistic conditions and the life, transformations, tribulations in a few popular 
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fictional places in Achebe’s romantic world like “Umuaro” in Arrow of God, Umuofia in Things 

Fall Apart and No Longer at Ease. 

Pluralism according to Laguda (2013) “suggests divergent views”. A multicultural 

society consequently, denotes a place where more than one ethnic group co-exists with different 

religious practices, beliefs which are recognized by all the inhabitants in a place in some degree.  

As the most populous country in African continent,Nigeria realistically has “374 ethnic groups” 

(Nnoli 2008:68), “with a variety of customs,traditions, languages and dialects” (Uwechue 

1971:15). This number is opposed to the numberof 250 ethnic groups often found in several 

literatures (Otite, 1990:14). 

To understand the supposition stated above, knowledge of varied Clans that existed during late 

19th century to the recent past and even at present in Nigeria is tobe glanced at. Igbo, the clan 

Achebe hails from constitutes18% in the entire Nigerian Populace,   withfellow civilizations 

like“Hausa/Fulani with 29%, Yoruba with 21%, Ijaw with 10%, Kanuri 4%, Ibibio 3.5% andTiv 

2.5% ,led to the Igbo-dominant Eastern Nigeria disaffiliating from Nigeria to create the 

independent state of Biafra. The Nigerian-Biafrawar (6 July 1967 – 15 January), where Chinua 

played a pivotal role in the war as “Biafra’s International envoy “& “Biafra’s Communication 

Minister”. 

In this paper following the Laguda’s thought process, explorationis steered on, to study such 

fictional communities and their similarities and dissimilarities, explainedin the Novels of Achebe 

is the chore idea of the present discussion. 

Achebe took to pen, to narrate the ways of Ibo’s or the ethnicities present in the African 

continent and to offer the insiders view on the civilization which was criticized by colonizers in 

their works. To mention, especiallyJoseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness and Joyce Cary’s ‘Mister 

Johnson’ were much acclaimed novels worldwide that sketched the obscured picture of Africa to 

and from the outsider. This under treatment or mean portrayal of Africa’s esteem is taken as a 

challenge by Achebe. 
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“a most superficial picture of (Joyce Cary’s work)-not of the country, but even of the Nigerian 

Character and so I thought If this was famous, then perhaps someone ought to try and look at this 

from the inside” 

Achebe’s first Novel “Things Fall Apart”, (1958) is rich in unveiling the unknown rites for the 

outsiders  but not for aborigines, rituals and tribal behavior to the non-African readers besides it 

presents how the civilized and organized native people are distorted in the confrontation of new 

faith and religion brought by the missionaries.  He explained the ways in which they differ not 

only from their fellow clans of neighboring village but with people within the clan as well, yet 

stay united, is evident for the congruence of the people.  It is perhaps the flexibility in law 

making and govern, societal order are the strength for Native clan igbo (Ohacracy) and is 

weakness from the point of view of the colonizer, which lead to the things to fall apart, to Igbo’s. 

In Achebe’s first successful, globally read novel “Things Fall Apart”  the episode of Unoka, the 

father of Okonkwo and Okonkwo, the protagonist of the Novel, offers the initial rift or the 

difference that Achebe crafted  in the same family. 

Unoka, the father of Okonkwo, was considered as Agbala ( II, p.13 ) , like woman for his 

cowardice, and he is regarded as a failure by the clan, as he doesn’t  build rich barns, was not a 

polygamist, show no interest in participation of  communal wars.  Contrary, to the men or 

manliness of the tribes, Unoka, loved playing music, and did all the time; this is completely 

unloved by Okonkwo, his son. Observation of his father from close corners and critical societal 

point of view over the life style of Unoka, just like impotent, lead Okonkwo to differ because he 

wanted to be a man therefore, Okonkwo determines to be strong, rich, and earn name and 

famewhen he grows up. His conscious reminder of his father’s failure kept him active, since his 

youth. He there by became rich in all means in the matters of polygamy, cultivation by working 

hard, and rich infrastructure for comfortable residence for his large family, like building multiple 

Obi’s and barns in his compound.  

Umuofia, a unit of 9 villages of the clan, descendants of same lineage or same father,  the 

mother land for Unoka and Okonkwo in the novel, runs on its autonomous rites, and rituals with 

great conviction in Ani, ‘ the earth goddess’, Agbala, Priestess of ‘Oracle of Hills’. The malice of 
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Oknokwo on his father even became worse when he died of swelling in stomach, and limbs (III, 

p.18), an abominated disease in the native land, for which there was no cure in those days. 

According the rule of the clan, if a man dies with such anailment, he should not be buried into 

earth as they regard earth (III, p.18)  is so pious and pure for giving them food, yams, cassava... 

So the man with ailment that cannot be cured such as the one Unkoa ,suffered from and died of 

in the novel, should be taken to dark forest, a place which they feel is full of spirits and a 

deserted land for human habitat is the place to leave people suffering from Leprosy, and Cholera 

when they were alive, as it was harshly effected  in the case of Unoka in the novel. 

But Okonokwo,in one of his visits to his friend Oberieka, after furnishing the basic formalities of 

breaking Kola nut, drawing lines on the surface for the clan, in their chatting, found fault with 

one of the nearby clans and their isometrics of deserting a man unburied ,in their respective dark 

forest for dying  during week of peace. A week of time, which, Ibo’s and other Clan members of 

his time feel so pious and doing anything bad and  violent is strictly considered as abomination 

against the earth goddess (Ani), thus violent actions are prohibited in the entire clan. 

Okonkwo was least bothered on his tumultuous act of beating his younger wife, Obodoani,black 

and blue, during ‘week of peace’  contrary with great fervor and contempt gauge other clansmen 

rites and belief system ironically elucidates the pluralistic nature of the Clans depicted in the 

Novel. 

“It is indeed true, “said OgbuefiEzeudu.” They have that custom in Obodoani (a nearby 

clan to Igbo). If a man dies at this time he is not buried but cast into Evil Forest. It is a bad 

custom which these people observe because they lack understanding.” (IV, p.32). 

Unoka, the father of Oknokwo was left in ‘the dark forest ‘alive just because he has swelling in 

the stomach but OgbuefiEzeudu’scorpse, which was thrown in dark forest, by a neighboring 

clan, is criticized by the duo (Okonkwo and Obeirika). Quite similar to the opinion stated above, 

Oknokwo’s clan believes and does practice of throwing twins into evil forest or bush, alive, 

immediately after they are born, as they consider that it is some kind of abomination.  Believing 
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in, mysticaloracles’ prophesy that such twins spell doom to the clan, thereby are thrown in dark 

forest.  

  However, during the time of “New Yam Festival” (V, p.37) a time, when nearby clans meet at 

Umuofia and feast followed by wrestling match all demonstrate, people who garner indifferences 

at the same time anchor together. The exercises of practicing thecontemptuous tasks by the clan 

of Okonkwo and Obeirikabut criticizing fellow clan’s practices, simultaneously, commemorating 

fests together, explicate the duality or pluralistic views, which exist among the clans that reside 

very closer geographically but seem very distant to each other’s beliefs. 

At another example of multiplicityof clans is sketched in Chapter VIII, when Obeirika  

questioned, Okonkwo, Okonkwo, answersUmeaulike, taps his Palm wine by climbing trees and 

cutting the mounds of Palm tree.  This act of tapping palm wine is prohibited in theOknokwo’s 

clan of Igbo to Ozo titled men when it is not in neighboring clans does convey pluralism present 

in Ibo community. 

“I don’t know how we got that law, “saidObierika. “ In many other clans a man of title is not 

forbidden to climb the palm tree. Here we say he cannot climb the tall tree but he can tap the 

short ones standing on the ground.” (VIII, p.69) 

Offering palm wine alongside kolanut is also a custom of the clan, this practice is observed more 

during marriage or at the time of any jubiliant occasions, at all other times casually. Okonkwo 

who goes to Oberikia’s obi as their family is planning for his daughter’s marriage Obeirika being 

an ‘Ozo’ titled man isAlmost at the same time the discussion spurts on the titles and their 

importance to different clans. In Umofia’s regard ‘Ozo’ is a great title but in neighboring clans it 

is just like any other ornament hence, is of not that eminent, portray multiplicity on the bearing 

of titles and their maintenance across the clans . 

“I was only speaking in jest”, said Obierika. “InAbame and Aninta, the title is worth less 

than two cowries. Every man wears the thread of title on his ankle, and does not lose it 

even iif he steals.” (VIII,p.70) 
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Setting the bride price during the marriage to bride’s family by grooms is also a custom that 

seem evidently quite different among the clans. 

Obeirika’s daughter ‘Akueke’ and his suitor “Ibe’ formally agreed to marry each other but as per 

the custom groom has to settle the bride price (just like dowry) as per the Igbo custom. They 

negotiateto arrive at mutual understandingin terms of money which bride’s side expects fromthe 

groom’s side which is agreeable to pay for groom allies, by the use of broomsticks, a new and 

strange practice but not for Igbo’s.  In the Novel, bride’s father, Obeirika,gives a particular 

number of broomsticks to grooms representative elders and upon receiving those, grooms side 

goes out and discusses and gives the number of broom sticks with which they are comfortable to 

pay the money in the units of cowries. They don’t admit it openly in front of all neither they say 

it literally with their mouth since it is against their law (Igbo law). 

Obeirika’s compound is full of relatives on account of settling bride price, it’s after formally 

settling it the family starts feasting it is then Obeirika, speaks about the differences with the 

neighboring clans over the matter of bride price. 

“…Abame and Aninta,..their customs are upside-down. They do not decide bride-price as we do, 

with sticks. They haggle and bargain as if they were buying a goat or a cow in the market” (VIII-

73) 

Okonkwo, is an ardent follower of the native culture and religion of the mother land, who by the 

end of the novel hangs himself upon killing a court messenger who was oneof the early converts 

from the land, however according the custom of Igbo, killing a clans man is abomination against 

the ruler of the land,Ani. When he drew the matchet and laid his first blow to kill the messenger, 

who was sent by the church to instruct Okonkwo’s associates with a message to suspend the 

meeting .This was arranged after the release of egwuegwuelders from the prison for egwugwu’s 

attack on the church. The insulted elders lead by Okonkwo and others assemble at the Ilu, the 

playground where the meetings are generally held to decide what they have to do. Sadly, 

Okonkwo realized, none werethere to support all gotalarmed by New religion, so they were 

standstill when Okonkwo was in action. Okonkwo, felt deceived by the new religion and 
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deserted by own men, henceforth he killed himself than getting killed in the hands of the 

colonizers.  But Nwosu, his son becomes first Christian convert in Okonwo’s family there by 

showing the lineage of struggle due to multiculturalism, which got explained in the Novel ‘No 

Longer at Ease’, where Obi Okonkwo is highly educated civil servant in the Africa perhaps after 

the generation of Nwoye in actual terms but is subdued and finally was remained as an object of 

bribery during colonial rule. 

 Arrow of the God (1960) , the most mystical and stunning work of fiction that narrates the rites 

and rituals at lengthas well as explains the Missionaries intrusion or their dominance in govern in 

Neo colonial Africa. This novel is in a way is the answer to the criticism vested by European 

writers about Africa and their comments that, African statelessness, barbaric or that Africa has 

no Civilization of its own.  To tell the colonizer and the distant writers from Africa, who feel that 

they know everything about the life and socio conditions of Africa, to prove that they infact 

know nothing, this novel is evident.  

The novel’s protagonist is Ezeulu, the chief priest of Umuaro, a unit representing of six nearby 

small villages (Umuenneora, Umuagu, Umuezzeani, umuogwugwu, 

umuisiuzo,andumuachala.(II,14) formed as a single unit for administrative purposes, conflicts 

with one another .ParticularlyNwaka, a titled man of Umuanneora,  one of the villages of the 

combined unit ofUmuaro, with Umuachala ,Ezeulu’s native village, had a rivalry over high priest 

position. However, these six villages seem to be united during ceremonies such as “pumpkin 

leaves festival, where Achebe says “ A stranger to this year’s festival (Pumpkin leaves festival) 

might go away thinking that Umuaro had never been more united in all its history. In the 

atmosphere of the present gathering the great hostility between Umunneora and Umuachala 

Seem, momentarily, to lack significance”.(VII-67). Author’s use of momentarily in the above 

specifies the never ending or long lasting rivalry between the ethnic groups but surprisingly they 

stay united to perform a few religious moots. 

A detailed account of how the six village’s people amidst differences respect their mystical belief 

to get rid of their sins with Ezeulus run in the market is a vividinstance of the collective Unit’s 

rite of all tribes. Ezeulu, the Chief Priest of Umuaro,  runs amidst Ikolo (drum) sounds and 
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ulation (frenzy crys) is represented in chapter seven of the novel, where Ezeulu ,runs through the 

open area to pacify the mistakes of Umuaro’s population, at the end he plants six pumpkin seeds 

in to the earth’s crust for offering the appeasement to the earth goddess. It was followed by  

“…women of Umunneora …began to run round the market place; stamping their feet 

heavily…when they had gone round they rejoined the standing crowd. Then the women of 

Umuagu …By the time the women of sixth village ran their race the pumpkin leaves that had lain 

so thickly all around were smashed and trodden into the dust.” (VII-74). 

Another such festival, which is also commemorated by all the villages of a particular region,was 

explained by Achebe in chapter four. Here Nwaka, wore Ogalanya mask, a mask which is worn 

by the titled man, Man of riches. To witness the great mask decked with mirrors and rich clothes 

of many colors, people from all the villages come to watch the spectacle. It’s here another 

example of difference between clans is depicted. As per the Umuaro, six clans unit’s belief, Ulu, 

the god of Umuaro, if challenged in its power, brings death to such people whom so ever that 

committed the abomination, but Nwaka resists himself from the said abomination after seducing 

the Ulu, in his proudness he sang a monologue of boast. (IV, p. 40) 

Having said,that Umuaro, performs festivals with great unity, a glance at the everlasting rivalry 

is essential. A glimpse for that is mentioned by Achebe in the second chapter, where he details 

out how the six villages united to face Abam hired soldiers, who attack at midnight, and ruin 

these independent villages (six villages of umuaro) by lighting fire to the houses and take away 

women, children and men into slavery when theywere separate. 

These villages are in a way administered by the village priest, whose role is supreme and this 

priest is said to have the direct correlation to the living and once lived (spirits) in a way with god. 

When all the villages got amalgamated into a single unit of Umuaro for the reason mentioned 

above, it was imminent to elect one Chief priest for all the six villages, and the elders of the six 

villages union gave the privilege of being chief priest to ‘Ulu’, who is also priest of Umuachala, 

there by the ascent of the priest of Umuachala is not comfortable to the priests 

ofEzidemili,Idemili, Ogwugwu, Eru and Udo. (IV,p. 41) 
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Since then, all the priests though united to fight Abame, wait for the occasion to mitigate the 

power or control of Ulu over the rest. The conflict for a piece of farmland between Umuaro and 

Okperi gave the direct access to dethrone the prowess of Ezeulu over the rest of the villages. 

Okeperi claims the land so as Umuaro but with different tales to suppose, surprisingly to 

Umuaro, Ezeulu supports Okeperi since it is trueaccording to his knowledge. 

Akukalia, whose mother is from Okperi(aneighboring village to Umuaro, that argues for a piece 

of land with Umuaro), is one of the three men of emissary,selected by the elders of the group to 

mediate over the issue goes rebellious when he goes to deliver the message and is the root cause 

for ‘a week day (Afo to Oye, 4days) fierce war’ (IV, p. 40) between Umuaro and Okperi. 

Akukalia, who first meets his maternal cousin ‘Uduezue’, disrespects the custom by not 

accepting the Kolanut and rejecting to draw lines on the floor with chalk, which is an insult to 

the cult. Akukalia’s emissary in fact went to deliver the message to the village elders of Okperi 

on its ‘Eke Market day’, just like Nkwo market day for Umuaro, a day of trade, just like a fair. 

According to any of these tribes cult,ndiche, village elders won’t be assembled as it is crucial in 

a week’s time for selling or buying things. 

 The family revenue apart from cultivation is largely is dependent on trade during market 

days.Akukalia, though hails from Umuaro is aware of the fellow clans custom but insists to 

sound Ikolo, with which elders are summoned to assemble at a common place. 

Uduezue’spersuasion to alter the plan of emissary to deliver the message the next day is not 

heeded, then he was taken to the town’s crier, Otikpo, Ebo was the town crier’s neighbor, It’s 

here in a heated argument, fight begins between Akukalia and Ebo, this tussle lead to breaking of 

Ebo’sIkenga, lead to murder ofAkukalia, eventually unleashed the week long war between 

Okperi and Umuaro. 

According the clans uniform custom, accepting the Kolanut and drawing the lines on the floor is 

a sign of harmony and assures brotherhood between inter or intra clan visits. Having fully aware 

of the custom Akukalia’sarrogance lead him to disturb the goodwill between the two neighboring 

villages. Ikenga, a wooden piece which, the tribe’s men regard as their personal chi (god) only is 
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broken into two after their death. Akukalia’s act of breaking the Ikenga of Ebo into two is a 

grave abomination that expedited the war between clans in the novel. 

Ezeulu, who is aware of what had happened, forbade the clan to wage war against Okperi to take 

revenge for killing their fellow clansman, since the fault lies on Akukalia. It’s here Achebe, 

shows to the reader the differences between Nwaka and Ezeulu have base in Ezidemili’s 

contempt in not being elected by the Ndichi, at the time of formation of Umuaro. Priest of 

Ezidemili of Umuennora, with Nwaka, highest titled man (Eru, II, 15) in Umuaro , together plan 

to weaken  Ezeulu’s fold on Umuaro, it eventually gave rise to missionary faith in the Ibo land, 

quiet against to what the duo expected. 

“We all know that it was jealousy among the big villages that made them give the priesthood to 

the weakest. We shall fight for our farmland and for the contempt Okperi has poured on us” (II, 

p. 27) 

Its Ezeulu at the aftermath of Akukalia’s murder tried to appease the spirited clan to not wage 

war against the Okeperi in a meeting held at Umuachala, since it is the custom to organize the 

nidichimeetings of Umuaro in the place of Chief Priest. Post that meeting, Nwaka, secretly 

conducted another meeting without allowing the members of Umuachala to his place and speaks 

against the stand of Ezeulu on waging war. It’s here the reader comes across the quoted lines 

above that mark the difference between two spearheads of the clan. 

The marriage system of the clan also does portray uniformity across the clans in hosting the 

ceremonies related to marriage and marrying the people of not the same village since they 

consider people of the same village are descendants of the same lineage. 

“Let us tell them also that we marry the daughters of Okperi and their men marry our daughters 

and that where there is this mingling man often loses the heart to fight. UmuaroKwenu” (II, p. 

16) 

Ezeulu said the above line when he was pursuing the clan not to wage war against Okperi. The 

word kwenu means united; hence, Ezeulu reminds all that in some way all are related so it is 
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good not to nurture enmity over others. Infact the practice of  marrying women of different 

village has been mentioned by Achebe at various places like, Ezeulu’s mother and Akukalia’s 

mother both belong to Okperi, they married men of Umuaro; Oberika married Okuata of 

Umuezeani; the daughter of Ezeulu, Akueke, married Ibe belonging toUmuagwugwu ; in the 

novel Things Fall Apart, Obeirika’s daughter, Akueke, is married to a neighboring village men, 

Ibe, all strengthen the Ibo’s  treatment of entire village as a family of the same lineage, and their 

loyalty to sticking to the norms of the clan. 

Then Ezeulu’s fight with Winterbotom, awhite administrative forefront, who was at the 

beginning of the Novel, helped by Ezeulu in arbitrating the land dispute between Umuaro and 

Okperi, reciprocated goodwill with Ezeulu since then (V,p.59) . But this doesn’t last for long, 

Winterbotom’s summonsEzeulu to his place, it is misunderstood and winterbotom’s decision to 

appoint Ezeulu, as his representative to begin indirect rule there by became a dream for whites. 

Winterbotom, was not aware of Ezeulu’s native law, to cross once village boundaries is to 

abominate the earthgoddess, similarly, Ezeulu’s lack of knowledge on  Winterbotom’s intention 

of offering high position which he has beenenjoying or delegating already but this time for the 

British. These misunderstandings reassert the difference of motives not only with the fellow 

clans but also with the new faith that missionary brought in to native land. 

The war with neighboring village, Okperi, brings first conflict between Ezeulu, the chief priest of 

Ulu, with the other elders of the all the six clans. He is made Chief Priest but he is not privileged 

to usher his opinions to his fellow tribes’ men to take seriously.  He says no to war nevertheless 

the war is waged just by following other sub-ethnic group’s persuasion over a piece of land that 

Umuaro claims from neighboring  village Okperi. 

Ezeulu’s son,Oduche’sact of imprisoning a python in a box does also indicate the conflict with in 

Ezeulu . He was the first person in his family or in the village to send his son to Church contrary 

to his fellow clan’s men and amidst resistance from his family members. 

“At first he had thought that since the white man had come with great power and conquest it was 

necessary that some people should be sent to learn the ways of his deity. That was why he had 
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agreed to send his son, Oduche, to learn the new ritual. He also wanted him to learn the white 

man’s wisdom, that Ezeulu formulated upon seeing wintabota and the stories he heard about his 

people that the white man was very wise. In fact sending Oduche has the other side, which is to 

consider that he is sent for not actually bringing the wisdom but as a sacrifice to the new change 

so that he can keep the native custom alive, it has also been said that the missionary is allocated  

place in the dark forest which is full of spirits being a native Ezeulu is fully aware of this but he 

sent his son to graveyard (dark forest), perhaps he wants the new religion perish,Oduche is bait 

here , it’s for this he took the bold decision of sending Oduche to the New religion expecting it 

wouldn’t grow but to his surprise as it is got spread widely and even posed a challenge to his 

own sustenance. Then Achebe explained the conflict of Ezeulu’s inner self, the following way. 

 But now Ezeulu was becoming afraid that the new religion was like a leper. Allow him a 

handshake and he wants to embrace. Ezeulu had already spoken strongly to his son who was 

becoming stranger every day. Perhaps the time had come to bring him out again.” (IV-42, 43) 

In ‘Man of The People’, the indigenousintricacies are stressed but on a lighter vein. Nanga tells 

Odili, ‘We shouldn’t leave everything to the highland tribes (I, p.12); Nigeria lacks highland 

tribes, but in the novel the nation is flippantlynovelized. The radio news is broadcast in four 

languages (XIII, p.134); in Nigeria news is broadcast in nine, including English. Furthermore, 

amongst the fraudulent political leaders  like the Minister for Foreign Trade, whose honorific 

‘Alhaji’ and name ‘Suleiman’ recognize him  as a member of Islam, the dominant religion of the 

Northern Region of Nigeria, in contrast to the largely Christianized Eastern Region and the fairly 

evenly divided West. 

The north of Nigeria, Yourba is predominantly controlled by Muslim, south east by Igbo and 

South west by Housa-Faluni, indicates a blur image of Man of the people, with reference to the 

game of politics that even now is afresh. 

In the Novel, the political war between Odili and Nanga does show that ‘tribe’ is not a 

meekstaple. The two candidates hail from the same region, their lingua franca is same, but their 

rivalry which began simply as man against man, transformed rather turned by Nanga as clan 
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against clan. At the start of the novel, Odili’s friend Andrew Kadibe leaves him (for a pretty 

reason) it is due to ‘Indigenous inclination’: Andrew ‘and’ the Minister came from the same 

village (I,p.7). Much laterin the novel anaged man, a local councilor, voices in favor of Odili: 

‘The village of Ananta (Nanga’s Village) has already eaten, now they must make way for us to 

reach the plate. No man in Urua (Odili’s Village) will give his paper to a stranger when his own 

son needs it…’ (XII, p.125).Odili belongs to a clan (Urua); Nanga- and –Andrew belong to 

another (Ananta). They may tie against ‘the highland tribes,’ but local level the matter of the 

lineage advanced to any of the matter. 

 As in Urua and Ananta, throughout Nigeria it might be said that kinship precedes all 

other obligations. Achebe has developed that splendidly in No Longer at Ease where ‘anger 

against a brother was felt in the flesh, not in the bone’ (I,p. 4;X, p.89). For all Obi 

Okonkwo’sfaults and ingratitude, the Umuofia Progressive Union supports him to –and beyond 

the end. This is a logical extension of the kinship theme so powerful at the base of the civil order 

in Things Fall Apart. As Nigeria grew towards independence, politicians attempted to develop a 

national loyalty to ‘Nigeria’. Obi’s poem ‘Nigeria’ reflects his indoctrination in that loyalty; 

‘Forgetting region, tribe or speech, But caring always each for each (X, p.93; XVI, p.136) 

Obi, the major character in NLaE (No Longer at Ease), foreign educated Christian convert, loves 

Clara and wants to marry her but upon knowing her ethnicity and that she belongs to an Osu, an 

Outcast, Obi is forbidden to marry her strictly. 

Therefore, summing up all the above propositions,in a pluralisticsociety, with multiple religions 

such as in Umuaro, Umuofia, Urua, Ananta the fictional places in Achebe, broadly Nigeria, the 

multi communityegos may top tenaciousbias, distrust, disbelief, bigotry and antagonism 

eventually this leads to devastation of people and possessions aswe very frequently experience in 

numerousfragments of thefatherland or motherland. This repeatedlytranspires, when one ortwo 

spiritualassembliesclaim assertion(like Igbo, Yoruba, Housa-Faluni)  and want dominance over 

the other, maybe on the basis of reveredmores orcanons (redemption doctrines). Things are as 

they were, thepluralistic nature of Nigeria as well as the apparentlyunsuitability of the 

variedethnic andreligious congresses have entangled the country in calamitous ethno-religious 
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conflicts that haveannulled allthe efforts toaccomplishing national harmony, which Achebe tried 

to interpret in his novels with a hint for change. 
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